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Abstract

Several linearised collision operator models with parallel momentum conservation enforced by source

functions are benchmarked against the correct collision operator based on Rosenbluth potentials. The model

operators without energy diffusion allow for an analytic solution of a generalised Spitzer problem. For

the other operators under investigation, an integro-differential equation is solved. The benchmarking is

performed both for the parallel conductivity with the ions assumed at rest and for the bootstrap current,

where ion and electron flows are collisionally coupled. Accuracy of the results obtained with the operators

varies from rather poor in the case of the simplest mono-energetic model to quite satisfactory for the models

employing an energy-weighted parallel momentum source function.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Momentum conservation in the collision operator is essential for evaluating the parallel flows

in a plasma, e.g. the parallel electric conductivity and the bootstrap current in toroidal fusion

devices. In general, the collision operator is linearised with respect to a small deviation,
���

, from

the Maxwellian, ��� . Then, the operator splits into a diffusion term for
���

with the background

Maxwellians in the Rosenbluth potentials [1], i.e. in the diffusion coefficients, and into an integral

part with
���

in the 1st-order Rosenbluth potentials. An example is the classical Spitzer problem

[2] for the electric conductivity which is obtained from the solution of this integro-differential

equation.

Recently, parallel momentum correction techniques for stellarators have been developed [3–

6], which make use of the three mono-energetic transport coefficients (for benchmarking results

see [7]) traditionally used in the stellarator neoclassical theory. These coefficients are obtained

from the solution of the local and mono-energetic drift-kinetic equation with the Lorentz form

of the pitch-angle collision term, which does not conserve parallel momentum in like-particle

collisions. Since Legendre polynomials in the pitch, 	�
������� , are eigenfunctions of the collision

operator [1], only the first ( ��
�� ) Legendre harmonic is needed for the momentum correction.

The Vlasov operator in the drift-kinetic equation, however, leads to coupling in the Legendre

harmonics. The parallel viscosity is linked to the pressure anisotropy, i.e. to the second Legendre

harmonic. By solving the mono-energetic drift-kinetic equation, the parallel viscosity can be

found from the mono-energetic parallel momentum balance [6] using the parallel conductivity

coefficient. This leads to a generalised Spitzer problem for the energy dependence, i.e. a coupled

system of integro-differential equations for all particle species under consideration, but with regard

only to the first Legendre harmonic. Alternately, the correction may be formulated in terms of a

system of linear equations coupling various energy moments of the parallel flow velocities of all

plasma species. This moment equation approach [3–6] can be obtained by a Sonine (generalised

Laguerre) polynomial expansion with respect to energy of the generalised Spitzer problem.

For linearised (gyroaveraged) collision operators (finite gyroradius effects, however, are not

important in this context) in Monte Carlo simulation techniques, the integral contributions from

the 1st-order Rosenbluth potentials are replaced by a parallel momentum (and energy) source func-

tion in Refs. [8, 9] with the source strength determined from the parallel momentum (and energy)

balance of this simplified like-particle collision term. The main argument for this approximation
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(even jusified with the identical formulation in [8, 9]) is that the solution of the kinetic equation for���
is not sensitive to the details of

���
in the 1st-order integral contributions [9]. In Monte Carlo

techniques, this approach has the advantage that the energy dependence of the parallel momentum

(and energy) source function is fixed whereas the integral contributions from the 1st-order Rosen-

bluth potentials depend on the energy dependence of
���

itself (requiring an additional energy grid).

Only the total parallel momentum (and energy) source strength can be easily estimated from the

like-particle collision operator [10] in the Monte Carlo techniques. With this simplification, how-

ever, the different plasma species are coupled only by the diffusive part of the collision operator,

e.g. the parallel momentum transfer from ions to electrons is not correctly included [8, 9]. As the

parallel electron flow is strongly coupled to the parallel ion flow, here the 1st-order ion integral

contributions on the electron
���

cannot be ignored. This problem is removed if the electron-ion

collision operator with only pitch-angle scattering included is formulated in the ion frame [11–

13]. In this paper, a more precise treatment, which is a generalisation of the electron Ohkawa

current contribution for neutral beam current drive [14, 15], is applied for the benchmarking of

these simplified collision operators with respect to the bootstrap current.

Several simplified collision operators with like-particle momentum conservation are bench-

marked in this paper against the correct linearised operator for the first Legendre harmonic with

the 1st-order Rosenbluth potentials for all plasma species included [6]. The most simplified case

is a strict mono-energetic operator with only pitch-angle collisions and momentum correction for

each energy seperately, i.e. the like-particle pitch-angle collisions are omitted in the correction

technique; this model operator represents a worst case for reference. Since momentum conserva-

tion is strictly defined only in an integrated form, collision operators without energy diffusion but

with different energy-weighted parallel momentum source terms are analysed. The operator with

the weighting function introduced in Refs. [16, 17] is also included in this benchmarking. This

form of the pitch-angle collision operator was applied in Ref. [18] in Monte Carlo simulations

of tokamak neoclassical transport, and in particular in [12] for estimating the bootstrap current.

The other model operators include energy diffusion [8, 9, 13, 19] and differ only in the energy

weighting function of the parallel momentum source. The benchmark is performed only for a pure

plasma with a single ion species as plasmas with multiple ions species require a more complex

treatment [20] in particular for the bootstrap current.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II, the generalised Spitzer equation of Ref. [6] is

briefly described which is the basis of the benchmarking of the simplified collision operators both
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for the electric conductivity and for the bootstrap current. The correct collision operator as well

as the parallel momentum sources needed for the simplified like-particle operators is summarised.

Finally, the Green’s function describing the impact of the parallel ion flow on the electron one

is derived. Section III gives examples for the benchmarking of the collision operators under in-

vestigation at finite collisionalities for the W7-X “standard” configuration [21] at half the plasma

radius. All the calculations are based on a precalculated database of mono-energetic transport

coefficients from the DKES code [22, 23]. Finally, a summary and conclusions are given in Sec.

IV.

II. THE MODELS IN THE BENCHMARKING

First, the basic equation for the benchmarking of this paper, the generalised Spitzer equation, is

introduced and briefly discussed. This equation is independent of details of the collision operators

with parallel momentum conservation which are described later.

A. Generalised Spitzer equation

The deviation of the distribution function, ��� , from the Maxwellian, ���� , is split in two por-

tions, ����! ���" and #$��% #$�" , for each particle species & . Here, the first portion is driven by the

perpendicular thermodynamic forces '�� � and '(�" and the second one by the parallel force, '��) ,
' � �+*-,�.�, � /10 �32546 � /879 6 .�6 � : ' �"�* 6 .�6 � and ' �) * 0 �6 �

;=<?>A@CB;ED " B D(F :
where the prime represents the radial derivative, 2G4 the radial electric field, and

;IHJHKHLB
the flux-

surface average. �M�� and #N�� are the solutions of the local and mono-energetic drift-kinetic equation

(DKE) without momentum conservation, i.e. with the Lorentz form of the pitch-angle collision

term, calculated e.g. by the DKES code [22, 23]. Then, �O�" and #$�" represent the result of the

“error” in the parallel momentum conservation with respect to �P�� and #N�� . In the momentum

correction techniques [3–6], only the first Legendre term of the flux-surface-averaged corrections

is estimated based on the mono-energetic transport coefficients for the bootstrap current and the

parallel conductivity (both are flux-surface-averaged moments of the Legendre term of degreeQ * R ). In Monte Carlo simulations, however, the collision operator models with like-particle

momentum conservation act in full phase space. As described in detail in Ref. [6], the generalised
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Spitzer equation for both the bootstrap current and the parallel conductivity component of SCT may

be expressed U TVXW�Y[Z S T$\�] ^`_bac^ _bad e T S Tgf8] h^ _bad e T S T YNi (1)U TVXW�Y is the first Legendre harmonic of any parallel-momentum-conserving collision operator un-

der investigation. Here, S T f S T Ykj S Tl and S T Y f Znm To Yqp m Toro \ are the mono-energetic flows

without momentum conservation with respect to the perpendicular thermodynamic forces (boot-

strap current contribution m To Y ) and to the parallel force ( m Toro ). Both the thermodynamic forces and

the Maxwellian are dropped for the treatment of the (traditional) mono-energetic transport coeffi-

cients by defining
^ TY f s^ TYtZvu T Y jxw l u Tl \Iy Tz and { TY f s{ TYAu To y Tz where w f w T f}|N~�| Tc�� . With the

moments � uG� f�� Y� Y[� u������ ~�� , the bootstrap current coefficient is defined by � To Y f�]�| ��� � s^ TY � and

the electric conductivity coefficient by � Toro f�]�| ��� � s{ TY � where � f��g~��(� and � f-|$�I~�| . Then,

the mono-energetic flows S T Y f Z=m To Y p m Toro \ may be expressed in the form

m To Y f�] � To Y| Znu T Y j�w l u Tl \�y�Tz and m Toro f�] � Toro| u To y�Tz i
Parallel momentum correction is responsible for S�Tl . For arbitrary collisionalities,

^ _bac Z w \ is the

effective trapped particle fraction in eq. (1) defined by using the mono-energetic conductivity

coefficient � Toro normalised to the Pfirsch-Schlüter value (at high collision frequencies e T )^ _bac f h ] ^ _bad f h ] � Toro$� e T��| �¡£¢ ¤ e T| l � � l � (2)

with the mono-energetic “collisionality”, e T � ~�| �¡ ( � is the major radius and �¡ the rotational trans-

form). This definition guarantees the limits
^5_bac Z w¦¥ § \`f § (collisional) and

^¨_bac Z w¦¥ © \3f ^ c
(collisionless) where

^ c is the (geometrical) trapped particle fraction. The second term on the

l.h.s. of eq. (1) represents the parallel viscosity (momentum sink by friction between the passing

and trapped particles) and is formulated using the mono-energetic parallel momentum balance.

e T Z w \ is the collision frequency of species ª . For the parallel conductivity, the r.h.s. reduces to]�| � � l ��u To y Tz ~ ¤ , i.e. the classical (collisional) Spitzer problem [2] apart from a constant factor is

recovered for
^«_bac ¬ § . Consequently, a slightly different form of m Toro is used leading to the identi-

cal definition of the classical Spitzer problem for the benchmarking of the collision operators with

respect to the parallel conductivity in Sec.III A.
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B. Parallel momentum conserving collision operators

Different momentum conserving collision operators are included in this benchmarking which

can be written in the form ¯®°L±�²q³n´ ®$µ3¶·+®¸ ³v´ ®$µ�¹�ºN® ´ ®(»¯¼½® ¾ (3)

For the model operators with only pitch-angle scattering,
 ®¸ ¶8¿

is assumed. Otherwise,
 ®¸ de-

scribes the velocity diffusion with the diffusion coefficients defined from the Rosenbluth potentials

with all Maxwellians, À+ÁÂ , of species Ã .�®¸ ³n´ ®$µÄ¶ºN®Å�ÆÇ�È ÉÉ Ç Ê Ë ® ² ´ ®�» ÆÌ Ë ®È ÉÉ Ç ´ ®ÎÍ (4)

with Ç!Ï}Ç ® ¶·ÐNÑ�Ð ®Ò�Ó , º ®Å ¶ÕÔ ® ³EÖ ®Î× È ÑÙØÙÚÜÛ ® µ È(ÝßÞ5à Ñ�á�â ³ Ð ®Ò�Ó µäã . The diffusion coefficients are given

by Ë ® ² ¶5å Á
Ô Á Ö ÈÁÔ ® Ö È® Û ®Û Á+æ ³ Ç Á µqç

Ë ®È ¶5å Á
Ô Á Ö ÈÁÔ ® Ö È® Ð ÁÒ�ÓÐ ®Ò�Ó æ ³ Ç Á µÇ Á ç º ®º ®Å ¶5å Á

Ô Á Ö ÈÁÔ ® Ö È®éèæ ³ Ç Á µÇ ã®
where Ç Á ¶êÐ�ÑÙÐ ÁÒ�Ó , æ ³ Ç µt¶·ëíìIî ³ Ç µ�¹ Ìï â Ç ×�ð�ñóò and èæ ³ Ç µÄ¶}ë[ìIî ³ Ç µ�¹ æ ³ Ç µÌ Ç�È . For a pure electron-

ion plasma (with Ötô ¶ Æ for simplicity), these coefficients are in leading order in õ Û!öÜÑ�Û ôË ö ² ¶ Ë ô ² ¶ æ ³ Ç µóç
Ë öÈ ¶ Ë ô È ¶ æ ³ Ç µÇ ç º ôº ôÅ ¶ ÆÇ ã èæ ³ Ç µóç

º öº öÅ ¶ ÆÇ ã%÷ Æ » èæ ³ Ç µIøÎç
i.e. only the electron pitch-angle term is affected by the ions. In eq. (3),

¹(º ® ´ ® is the first

Legendre term of the pitch-angle collision operator, and
¼ ®

is (the first Legendre term of) the

momentum source function being responsible for parallel momentum conservation.

Correct collision operator

In eq. (3), the ù ¶ Æ integral contribution from the 1st-order Rosenbluth potentials for all

species Ã is defined by (see [6])¼½®g¶º$®Ú × ð�ñóòú å Á
Ô Á Ö ÈÁÔ ® Ö È®�û ® Á ³n´ ÁÈ µ (5)

withÇ È® û ® Á ³v´ Á µÄ¶ áï â Û ®Û Á
Ð ®Ò�ÓÐ ÁÒ�Ó Ç ÈÁ ´ Á ³ Ç Á µ�¹ üý ï â ÷ Ì Û ®Û Á ¹ Æ ø

Ð ÁÒ�ÓÐ ®Ò�Ó ñÿþ� Ú ³ Ç��Á µ ã ´ Á ³ Ç��Á µ É Ç��Á
» Æ��� ï â ÷ Ð ÁÒ�ÓÐ ®Ò�Ó ø ã ñÿþ� Ú ³ Ç��Á µ�� ´ Á ³ Ç��Á µ É Ç��Á » üý ï â ÷ Û ®Û Á ¹ Ì » � � Ç È ø Ç�Ç ÈÁ	��ñÿþ ´ Á ³ Ç��Á

µ É Ç��Á ¾
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The operator of eq. (3) in this form conserves both the parallel momentum in like-particle colli-

sions and the total parallel momentum for all plasma species. Contrary to the simplified collision

operators, no special treatment of the momentum transfer from ions to electrons is required. For

Monte Carlo techniques, however, this operator has the disadvantage that the evaluation of 
��
requires an additional  -grid which might lead to reduced statistical accuracy. For the solution of

the generalised Spitzer equation (1), this operator is the reference case in the benchmarking.

Strict mono-energetic collision operator

The simplest form of a parallel momentum conserving collision operator is obtained by omit-

ting the energy diffusion, i.e. �������� ������� , in eq. (3). The parallel momentum source function

required for compensating the violation of the momentum conservation in like-particle collisions

at each  is given by 
 � ��� ���� � !�#" � ��$
For this model operator, the like-particle pitch-angle collision term in � �%'&!( in eq. (1) disappears

and, consequently, the ion momentum correction is based only on the parallel viscosity. The

generalised Spitzer equation (1) is solved analytically leading to�*) � +,.-0/1 � !� �2) ( and �23 � +54 � � !�+64 ,5-0/1 � !� � � !� �23( $
The like-particle collision frequency scales with +87 !9 ( � � !��:; for 	< + ) which can result

in a large parallel momentum source function 
=� at small velocities depending on � � � !� . This

behaviour leads to a non-physical problem in the mono-energetic parallel momentum balance for

the ions (
, -0/1 � ?> �@�A> � , i.e. the parallel viscosity vanishes) since a momentum source (e.g. the

radial thermodynamic forces driving the parallel ion flow) cannot be balanced only by collisions.

Simplified collision operators with energy diffusion omitted

The integrated parallel momentum source strength must balance the integrated “error” in the

like-particle collision operator of eq. (3) with � �� �	� assumed.BC
�  " 
 �ED ?�	� �� BC

� � � !� � ��D  $
The parallel momentum source function should be proportional to the Maxwellian, F �G � !� , but

there is a freedom in the definition of 
 � � !� with respect to an arbitrary energy-dependent weight-

ing function, H � !� ,

 �I� !�J�	� �� KH � !�LF �G � !� M B� � � !� � � D M B� H � !�N�O!F �G � !� D  $
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With P2QSRTP�QUWVYX5Z0[\^] Q�_@`�Q from eqs. (1) and (3), the analytic solution for ] Q (and for P2Q ) is

directly obtained

] Q R�` QacbWdfegb!hLi Qj kl anmo P Q U2p b�qsrt k
l
a;uwvcx X Z0[\ moy Q�z V mo

{ dfegb!hNb�|!i Qj p b#}~A� U (6)

with
y�� z R�� and

y z�z R v . As is also the case for the strict mono-energetic model operator, the very

small parallel viscosity at high collisionalities ( X�Z0[\ � v ) can lead to a problem for the ion parallel

flow since the denomiator in eq. (6) becomes very small. For collision operators with the � Q� term

taken into account, however, this problem at high collisionalities does not appear.

Three weighting functions dfegb!h are considered in this benchmarking:

d U R v@� d�� R o e0b!hb#� and d � R mo e0b!hb#��� (7)

The first one d R d U , here called the unweighted operator, has been proposed in Refs. [8, 9], the

second one d R ds� in Ref. [13] (but for the operator with energy diffusion included), and d R d �
in Refs. [16, 17]. The last one, here called the Kovrizhnikh-Connor operator, has been used in

Ref. [12] for Monte Carlo simulations of the bootstrap current.

Simplified collision operators with energy diffusion included

Again, the integrated parallel momentum source strength is estimated from the “error” in the

like-particle collision operator of eq. (3) now with � Q� included leading to

kl a b � ]�Q p b R��@` Qa kl ano e0b!h P Q p b �
and to the ansatz for ] Q with an arbitrary d=e0b!h

] Q egb!h R��@` QacbKd=e0b!hLi Qj e0b!h � ka o egb!h P Q p b� ka dfegb!hNb | i Qj e0b!h p b � (8)

Only d R d U and d R ds� of eq. (7) are used for the parallel momentum source function in the

collision operator with energy diffusion included in this benchmarking. Equivalent to the correct

collision operator, P Q is obtained from the solution of an integro-differential equation. As is the

case for all simplified collision operators, a parallel ion flow leads to an additional contribution toP z .
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C. Parallel momentum transfer from ions to electrons

Whereas the parallel momentum transfer from electrons to ions is negligible, the inverse pro-

cess is important and can be formulated by the generalised Spitzer equation with the 1st-order ion

Rosenbuth potenials as the driving force equivalent to eq. (1),����'�!��������8���n�6�0 ¡� �0 ¢ £ ������K¤¥� £ �¦¨§ª©¬«�L® �°¯±�°�²¯ ��³ (9)

Here, � ¯ �g´ ¯ � is the solution of the ion generalised Spitzer equation related to the ion parallel

flow (e.g. the ion bootstrap current), which drives an additional � �� �g´ � due to the unlike-particle

collisions. In principle, this electron flow can be obtained by solving eq. (9). For calculating only

the (flux-surface averaged) parallel electron flow, µ �¶ , the formalism of the adjoint approach [24]

is much more convenient. µ �¶ ¤¸· �¡º¹�»¼ ¦ ´#½I� �¾ �0´ �¿® �°¯ ��� ¯ �ÁÀ ´
where � �¾ �g´ � is defined by the electron Spitzer equation (with parallel viscosity included)� ��Â�!� ��� �¾ ��� � �0 ¡� �0 ¢ £ � � �¾ ¤¥� £ �¦Ã´ § ©¬«  (10)

With integration by parts, the traditional Green’s function form is directly obtained

µ �¶ ¤ ÄÅ Æ · ¯¡º¹�»¼ ¦ ´ ½¯ �²¯±�g´ ¯ �LÇ �¾ �g´ �ÁÀ ´ ¯
with the Green’s function (where È �ÊÉ È ¯ -terms are neglected)

Ç � ¾ �0´ �J¤ÌËÍ?ÎÊÏ6Ð¥ÑÒ ´ �ÔÓ »¼ « ���¾ �0´�Õ �ÁÀ ´�Õ � Ë´ ½ «¼
¦ ´�Õ ½ ÎÖÏs�×ËÒ ´�Õ �ØÓ ���¾ �0´�Õ �ÁÀ ´�Õ ³

In the collisional limit, Ç � ¾ �0´ � agrees well with Hirshman’s fit formula [25]. Even for high energy

neutral beam injection (NBI), the fast beam particle velocity is typically small compared to · �¡º¹ . In

the low-speed-limit for ´SÙ Ï , Ç � ¾ �°Ú � is used for estimating the electron shielding current (Ohkawa

current) in the ITER benchmarking [26] of neutral beam current drive. In this approximation, the

ion parallel flow, µ ¯¶ , drives the electron flow

µ �¶ ¤YÇ �¾ �°Ú � µ ¯¶ with Ç � ¾ ��Ú �J¤ ËÍ »¼ ¦ � �¾ �0´ �ÁÀ ´ ³ (11)

The electron bootstrap current contribution in Sec. III B driven by the parallel ion flow is calcu-

lated from eq. (11) with the corresponding simplified collision operators with momentum source

correction in eq. (10) for � �¾ �g´ � .
9



III. BENCHMARKING RESULTS

Here, the simplified collision operators with momentum source correction are compared with

the correct operator with the 1st-order Rosenbluth potentials included. The mono-energetic trans-

port coefficients ÛÝÜ±Ü (parallel conductivity) and ÛÝÜÖÞ (bootstrap current) are interpolated from a

precalculated database of the W7-X “standard” configuration (vacuum) at half the plasma radius.

(The benchmarking of the momentum correction technique using the correct linearised collision

operator also for tokamaks has been shown in Ref. [6].) Since the simplified collision operators

cannot be applied to scenarios with multiple ion species, only a pure electron-proton plasma is

assumed in this benchmarking of the parallel conductivity (Sec. III A) and the bootstrap current

(Sec. III B).

A. Parallel conductiviy

For evaluating the parallel conductivity, the ions are assumed at rest, i.e. ß=àÞWáãâ àÜ±Ü�áåä , and

the electron generalised Spitzer eq. (1) for parallel momentum correction becomes identical to eq.

(10) with the slightly modified definition

ß�æÞJá	â æÜ±Ü5á	ç5è0éêãëgì!í ì�îï6ðòñó ëgì!íõôªö¬÷�ø á ùwú æûëgü æýºþ í ÿ Û æÜ±Ü ë0ì!íì ��� ÿ��¸ôªö¬÷�ø
where ç è0éê is defined in eq. (2) and the parallel thermodynamic force, � æÜ , is omitted. In Fig. 1, the

generalised electron Spitzer functions, � æ ëgì!í (on the right), defined by � æ	 ëgì!í á � æ ëgì!í�
����� ë��sì ÿ í
are compared. Reasonable agreement of both simplified collision operators with energy diffusion

included with the weighting functions � ëgì!í á ��Þ and � ÿ ëgì!í as well as of the (pure pitch-angle)

Kovrizhnikh-Connor operator with the correct one is obtained. Both the strict mono-energetic one

and the pure pitch-angle operator with � ë0ì!í á ��Þ lead to a fairly strong deviation, the pure pitch-

angle operator with � ëgì!í á � ÿ ëgì!í is slightly better (the results for these three model operators are

not shown in this paper). At higher velocity ( ì�� ù ), the � æ ëgì!í by using the weighted operator with

energy diffusion of eq. (8) is very close to the correct result whereas a significant overestimate

is found for both of the other simplified operators; see Fig. 1 (on the right). These deviations at

higher ì can be important for estimating the electron cyclotron current drive efficiency [27] with

the adjoint approach. In addition, the collisional [25] and the collisionless [28] limits are well

reproduced by the correct operator for very small and very high temperature, respectively.
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FIG. 1: The functions ���� (on the left) and ��� (on the right) vs � for the four collision operators: the

correct operator (solid red/black line), the Kovrizhnikh-Connor operator (green/grey dashed line), and the

simplified unweighted (blue/black dashed line) and weighted (blue/black dot-dashed line) operators with

energy diffusion for � ���! #"%$& m ')( and * �+�! keV. The collisional Spitzer function (upper dotted curve)

and the collisionless one (lower dotted curve) are given for reference. (Color online)

lxmaass.  maass             00000001                  09.03.10  17:11:38
                                                                        

FIG. 2: Moments of the Spitzer functions for the four collision operators vs. the electron collisionality, ,.-� ;
see Fig. 1 for the different operators: the parallel particle flow (on the left) and the parallel energy flow (on

the right) both normalised to the collisional limit. The collisional and the collisionless limits (dashed lines)

are given for reference. (Color online)

The collision operators are compared with respect to the parallel particle, / �0 , and energy, 1 � 0 ,
11



flows in Fig. 2. These flows are defined by243576 89 :<;>=@? 3ACB ;EDGFC; and H 3 5G6 89 :I;>JK? 3ALB ;EDGFC;NM
As was already indicated from Fig. 1, the Kovrizhnikh-Connor operator somewhat overestimates

both flows, whereas again reasonable agreement is obtained for both simplified operators with

energy diffusion included. The deviations from the correct solution increase with collisionality,

where the parallel viscous damping becomes small. The strict mono-energetic operator and the

pure pitch-angle collision operators with O B ;ED 6 OQP and OSR B ;ED significantly overestimate both

flows.

lxmaass.  maass             00000001                  09.03.10  17:16:20
                                                                        

FIG. 3: T 3 A�UWVYX in eq. (11) for the four collision operators vs. the electron collisionality, Z@[3 ; see Fig. 1 for

the different operators. (Color online)

Finally, the electron Green’s function in the low-speed-limit, \ 3 A B^] D , which weights the parallel

electron flow driven by its ion counterpart, is compared for the collision operators under investi-

gation. Here, the overall agreement is much better since \ 3 A B_] D represents simply a normalisation

integral of
? 3A B ;ED with resepct to

;
; compare eq. (11). Again, a stronger deviation is found for

the strict mono-energetic model operator and the unweighted pure pitch-angle one (the weighted

operator with `ba 6 ] and O 6 OSR is in between).

B. Bootstrap current

The thermodynamic forces driving the bootstrap current are related to the density gradient, cNd ,
the ambipolar radial electric field, egf , and the temperature gradients, hid3 and hgdj . With the mono-
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energetic bootstrap current coefficient, kmlnpo�qsrEt , the flows u4lo4v!w lnpo are defined in Sec. II A. Then,

the bootstrap current densities with momentum correction included are defined byx ly v!z lL{ l|~}��� ���� � u l q�rEt�r n�� r
with u l from eq. (1). Without momentum correction, the bootstrap current densities are given byz lL{ l|~}��� � �� � u l o�q�rEt�r n�� rmv��iz lL�Kl �� � �� � k lnpo��)� l ob��r>�>� l����������� r>� � rN�
In the figures of this section, all bootstrap current densities are normalised to the collisionless limit

without momentum correction for a circular tokamak (in the large aspect ratio limit) for which

the bootstrap current coefficient is given by k lnpo�v � | { ��¡ q^¢C£ |¤¥W¦ l§ t where £ | v©¨ ¡«ª is the inverse

aspect ratio and ¦ l§ the cyclotron frequency. With this kmlnpo , the reference bootstrap current density

can be expressed xC¬®�¯y v°�²±l´³�µ®¶¸· z l��KlG¹Kl � |£ | ¤¥_º �¼» q �ElC¹Kl t½�Kl«¹El � z l�¾S¿¹El©À�Á
with the trapped particle fraction � |.ÂÄÃ � �LÅ � £ | for very small £ | , and the rotational transform, ¤¥ .

For sufficiently large � l� , u l o can change sign with r . Consequently, the two scenarios of a

pure density and a pure temperature gradient are analysed here. Furthermore, it was shown in Ref.

[6], that the impact of the parallel flows and, consequently, of the parallel momentum conservation

on the radial fluxes is negligible for stellarators (except for high collisionalities). Here, the ¾Æ¿ is

calculated from the ambipolarity condition of the particle fluxes without momentum correction.

For the correct collision operator defined in eqs. (3-5), the coupled system of integro-

differential equations for ions and electrons is solved directly, the momentum exchange between

ions and electrons is included here. The parallel momentum source corrections (only for the like-

particle collision operators) of eqs. (6) and (8) are restricted to the species Ç in eq. (1), i.e. two

independent integro-differential equations are solved for the simplified operators with energy dif-

fusion (the independent analytical solutions for the pure pitch-angle collision operators are given

in eq. (6)). For all the simplified operators, the momentum exchange from ions to electrons de-

scribed by eq. (11) results in a flux-surface-averaged electron flow which is added to the one

driven by the radial gradients (the momentum transfer from electrons to ions is neglected).

An important optimisation criterium in the W7-X stellarator concept was a minimisation of the

bootstrap current to allow for the control of the edge rotational transform and for a proper island

13
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FIG. 4: Bootstrap current for a pure density gradient vs. collisionality, È@ÉÊ : Ë�Ì~ÍÎËÐÏÒÑgÓ m Ô�Õ , ËÐÏÖÓ#×%ØÙ
m Ô)Ú , Û Ê Ï�Û�Ü , ÛÝÌÊ Ï�Û�ÌÜ ÏÞ× ; see Fig. 1 for the different operators. Norm. ion bootstrap current (lower

right plot), electron one (lower left), total current (upper left), and ambipolar radial electric field (upper right

plot). Flows without momentum corrections (dotted lines) are given for reference. (Color online)

divertor operation [29]. This is most successfully realised in the high-mirror W7-X configuration

[6] where the bootstrap current can even change sign by increasing the toroidal field ripple [30].

For the standard W7-X configuration, however, the bootstrap current increases the edge rotational

transform and can have a significant effect on the magnetic island topology in the divertor. On the

other hand, this configuration is characterised by significantly reduced neoclassical transport and

will be important for high-performance W7-X operation. Thus, this standard W7-X configuration

is selected here for benchmarking of the impact of the different collision operators on the bootstrap

current.

The scenarios with a pure density gradient (and the ambipolar ß�à ) where the momentum cor-
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FIG. 5: Bootstrap current for pure temperature gradients vs. collisionality, á@âã : ä�åãpæ ä ã�ç ä�åè æ ä è çêégë m ì�í ,î çïë#ð%ñò m ì)ó , ä ãôç ä è , î å çÐð ; compare Fig. 4. (Color online)

rection leads to an increased bootstrap current at low collisionalities and with a pure temperature

gradients (again with õgö ) with the contrary effect are shown in Figures 4 and 5. For the pure ÷ å
scenario, the ion parallel flow is rather small at intermediate and high collisionalities since the

ambipolar õøö nearly compensates the ÷ å force (an equivalent simulation with õiö7ùûú assumed

leads also to fairly large ion flows). At high collisionalities in the ÷ å ùüú scenario, both sim-

plified collision operators with energy diffusion included underestimate the ion flow whereas the

pure pitch-angle operators of eq. (8) significantly overestimate the ion flow; see Fig. 5. Here,

the parallel viscous damping is very small, and the approximations in the collision operators be-

come crucial for the total parallel momentum conservation. For the pure ÷ å scenario of Fig. 4,

the bootstrap current is increased over the case without momentum correction (dotted line) at low

collisionalities, but rather large differences are obtained for the different collision operators: very

good agreement with the correct operator is obtained both for the Kovrizhnikh-Connor model and
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the one with energy diffusion and ý!þÿý�� .
For the pure

���
scenario of Fig. 5, the impact of momentum correction on both ion and electron

flows is fairly large compared to the case without correction. Since for the higher collisionalities

the electron flow mainly compensates the ion flow, the deviations in the total bootstrap current are

rather small. At low collisionalities, in particular, the impact of momentum correction becomes

significant. Here, an additional “electron-root” with strongly positive ��� is found, which by eval-

uating the thermodynamic principle of Ref. [31] cannot be realised. In this example, both model

operators with energy diffusion included show reasonable agreement with the correct one for the

bootstrap current whereas all operators of eq. (6) result in a significant overestimate (the strict

mono-energetic operator is here not the worst one). In particular, for the model operator with theý�� -energy weighting in the momentum source function of eq. (8) the best agreement with the

correct one is found in all such bootstrap current simulations.

lxmaass.  maass             00000001                  09.03.10  16:18:41
                                                                        

FIG. 6: The parallel momentum source function, 	�
����
� (on the left), and the ion Spitzer function, ��
 (on

the right), vs. � for the scenario of Fig. 5 at � 
���� keV ( ���� �������! #" ) for the collision operators with

energy diffusion. (Color online)

Next, the impact of the weighting function, ý%$'&)( , in eqs. (6) and (8) is analysed in more

detail. Figure 6 shows the ion parallel momentum source function, * 
 $'&)( (with the Maxwellian

extracted) as well as the ion Spitzer function, + 
 $,&)( ( - 
 þ.+ 
#/103254 $76�& � ( ) for the scenario of Fig. 5

at an intermediate collisionality. In the correct collision operator, the small collisional electron-ion

interaction in eq. (5) is included equivalent to all examples shown in this Section III B. Whereas

the unweighted collision operator with energy diffusion ( ý%$'&)(�þ98 ) leads to significant deviations

in particular at &;:=< , the weighted operator (with ý!þ!ý>�?$'&)( ) is in fairly good agreement with the
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correct solution. This result is also found at other collisionalities. At high collisionalities, however,
@BA7C,D)E

has an equivalent shape, but the magnitude is smaller leading to the reduced parallel ion flow

in Fig. 5 compared to the correct solution. These findings for the parallel ion flow are rather similar

to the electron Spitzer function results shown in Fig. 1. Finally, the Kovrizhnikh-Connor operator

with the weighting function F C'D)EHGJIK C'D)EML!DON leads to a very strong momentum source at small
D

( F C,D)EBPRQSL!DUT
for

DWV Q
) which is not the case for the other simplified model operators. With

respect to the ion flow, these discrepancies, in particular at larger
D

, are strongly reduced in the

convolution with the Maxwellian leading to the rather reasonable agreement shown in Fig. 5.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several linearised collision operators with parallel momentum source corrections are bench-

marked against the correct form based on the first-order Rosenbluth potentials for both the parallel

conductivity and the bootstrap current. Simplified collision operators of this type are commonly

used in XZY -Monte Carlo simulations, but a detailed analysis of their reliability for estimating the

parallel flows was previously lacking.

Generally, rather reasonable agreement of the simplified operators with the correct formula-

tion is found. The strict mono-energetic collision operator as the most simplified one represents

something like a worst case of an operator with momentum conservation. The deviations of this

model operator from the correct solution, however, is comparable to the pure pitch-angle collision

operator without energy weighting. Except for higher collisionalities, rather reasonable agree-

ment is only found for this type with an energy-weighting function which corresponds to the

energy weight of the “error” in the like-particle momentum conservation (i.e. F C'D)E>G[IK C,D)E\L!D N ).
This Kovrizhnikh-Connor model operator [16, 17] without energy diffusion, however, leads to a

significant overestimate of the momentum correction for the bootstrap current in case of a pure

temperature gradient scenario where the driving force changes sign with respect to energy. For

this case, the energy diffusion contribution in the model operators becomes important.

The unweighted collision operator with energy diffusion is less accurate compared with the

weighted one with F C'D)E]G K C'D)EML!DON (also corresponding to the energy weight of the “error” in the

like-particle momentum conseration), for which very good agreement with the correct collision

operator was found (even for the corresponding Spitzer functions). This collision operator with

the weighted parallel momentum source correction suggested in [13] is thus to be favoured for
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calculating the parallel flows.
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